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Eurobarometer on Nuclear Energy

3rd Waste Eurobarometer: March 2005 – 25 MSs

1st Safety Eurobarometer: November 2006 – 27 MSs

25 000/27 000 EU25/27 citizens interviewed

~ 1000 citizens per country
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Perception of the EU citizens to be well informed

Citizens of Sweden, Finland and Slovenia: feel the most well informed in the   
EU (51%)   
Spanish and Portuguese:  the least (15%)

Eurobarometer RAW
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The future share of nuclear
in energy mix

The current share of Nuclear Energy in the overall energy mix should be…

14 %:   increased

34 %:   maintained the same

39 %:   reduced

Assertions:

Nuclear Energy does not emit significant quantities of greenhouse gases

Nuclear Energy helps to reduce the dependence on fuel imports from 
certain regions of the world

NPPs produce 1/3 of the electricity in the EU

Replacing Nuclear Power in the EU with gas would require much more gas

{65%:  reduced
21 %: maintained the same
6 %:   increased

{73 %: maintained the same
16 %: increased
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Experience appears
to change perceptions…

13% 43% 34% 3% 7%

Yes, very easily Yes, fairly easily No, not very easily
No, not at all Don't know

France

Germany
7% 25% 48% 15% 5%

Could Nuclear Energy easily be replaced by renewable 
energies and energy saving efforts?
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Eurobarometer Nuclear Safety

Is it possible to operate a NPP safely?
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